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washing out was also done.
Full details of s&d or L&sW loco 

allocations during the depot’s life are 
not yet known, but Brian Jackson’s 
Castleman’s Corkscrew book and Milton 
& Bradley’s s&d loco history record 
some. From 1860 to 1863, the L&sWr 
provided 2-2-2Wt No.15 Mars and 2-4-0 
No. 41 Ajax for the basic dcr services 
to Blandford. After the s&dr took over, 
england 2-4-0s Nos. 17 and 18 hauled 
Wimborne services from 1865 and 
were latterly shedded at Wimborne 
until withdrawal in 1897, one somewhat 
inappropriately used as the Blandford 
shunter. Johnson 0-4-4 tanks were 
mainstays of long-distance services 
into the 1900s and would have been on 
Wimborne shed regularly. 

Fowler 0-6-0s were evident from 1874 
and Vulcan 0-6-0s from the mid-1880s, 
mainly for goods duties. Johnson small 
4-4-0s were seen on through services 
and on Wimborne shed from the early 
1890s. Most of the pre-1900 classes 
appear in contemporary train photos 
used in this series. Over the depot’s life, 
up to 12 L&sWr locos were based at the 
s&d shed at one time, obviously not all 
under cover. if all 12 had been on site at 
one time, together with s&d locos, the 
depot’s track capacity would have been 
far exceeded! 

ups and Downs
railway configuration around Wimborne 
affected the designation of either track 
direction or trains as ‘up’ or ‘down’, 
especially on the s&d. As first-comers, 
Brockenhurst-Wimborne-hamworthy 
and presumably Wimborne-Blandford 
initially were designated down (from 

London). Later s&d running powers 
over L&sWr metals then muddied the 
situation. through trains off the s&d 
from Burnham/Bath were designated 
down, at least as far as Wimborne 
Junction, but arrived at Wimborne 
station facing the up (L&sW) direction. 
up s&d trains reversing or starting at 
Wimborne would thus be facing the 
(L&sWr) down direction until gaining 
the s&d at Wimborne Junction. 

As late as 1931, “instructions to staff” 
in the s&d Wtt stated in bold text: “the 
Line over the southern co’s system as 
between Wimborne or Broadstone and 
Bournemouth West must be understood 
to be the “up Line” and the Line between 
Bournemouth West and Broadstone or 
Wimborne must be understood to be the 
‘down Line.’ All concerned to note.” so 
there! And it gets worse.

Wimborne became a directional 
changeover point for certain up and 
down trains. down trains could arrive 
from three directions – from the s&d 
onto the up line at the Junction, from 
West Moors, and after 1888 from 
Bournemouth, if running through from 
the southampton direction. Wimborne 
could thus have down trains from 
eastleigh or southampton arriving 
facing opposite directions, depending 
on whether they used the Old road or 
the Bournemouth direct line via sway. 
such confusion was not unique in British 
railway geography, but Wimborne was a 
particularly amusing case. 

World War One
returning to the chronology of the s&d 
loop, 1914-18 was a watershed, after 
which decline really set in. it continued 

to carry considerable goods traffic and 
a basic local passenger service through 
the edwardian era and World War One 
saw a temporary if substantial surge, 
although hard evidence is elusive. 
the loop was used strategically to 
enable munitions, troops, coal and 
other supplies to reach southampton 
over the s&d from the north, avoiding 
Poole and Bournemouth and without 
needing to go via great centres like 
Bristol and London. Ambulance trains 
and empty stock undoubtedly travelled 
in the opposite direction over the loop, 
avoiding reversal at Broadstone. the 
M&sWJr (cheltenham-Andover) and 
dN&sr (didcot-Winchester) served 
the same strategic purpose as the s&d. 
this wartime through working raises 
an intriguing prospect of s&d locos 
reaching southampton, but i have only 
seen evidence of an occasional working 
as far east as ringwood. 

regarding local services, it is known 
that during and just after the war, a light 
engine would be sent from Wimborne 
shed to Blandford to shunt the yard and 
work the military branch to Blandford 
camp and the little-known military 
sidings at Milldown. One token local 
daily passenger service operated 
each way over the loop in wartime 
and remained the case as peacetime 
returned. Wartime depredations and the 
onset of the 1920s economic depression 
marked a threshold from which recovery 
was never likely. 

long time dying
in Part 1, i noted that the loop’s decline 
was progressive from 1885 onwards, 
yet it would take all of 74 years for 
the final revenue-earning services on 
the remaining stub to cease (in 1959), 
six more before all use ceased (1965) 
and another three before final track-
lifting (1968), not four or five years as i 
stated then. Along the way there were 
significant milestones of decline.

Post-1918, there was cause for 
reflection while slow national recovery 
got underway. With the transition from 
government control of railways towards 
the Big Four grouping in 1923, a culture 
of economising prevailed where services 
could not be justified. road traffic had 
come into its own in the war and was 
taking an increasing toll on traditional 
railway business. the outgoing L&sWr 
and Mr authorities conducted financial 
assessments and the s&d came under 
scrutiny by the redhead commission. 
the Wimborne loop was already a 
vulnerable target and became the earliest 
significant passenger closure on the 
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Johnson 0-4-4 tank and Bath train come off the Wimborne loop under Bridge 223 east of 
Corfe Mullen Junction, circa 1910. The Junction here was created in 1905, before that the  
two bi-directional single lines connected east of Bailey Gate Station.  
Dr Tice F Budden, Ref: LGRP 19560 Courtesy Keith Barrett Collection
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The Wimborne loop (left) and Broadstone 
line (right) diverging, viewed eastwards from 
Br. 223, circa 1930s. Note PW gang, fog hut 
and excellent state of both lines. Ref: L&GRP 
6432. Courtesy Keith Barrett Collection

The stub of the Wimborne loop at Digger’s 
Bridge, looking Ne, Summer 1965. Carter’s 
Siding was on the right in the distance. 
Wagon storage had apparently ceased at this 
time. Note the A31 Dorchester road to the 
left. Peter Russell

s&d. the alternative of southbound 
s&d passengers having to change at 
Broadstone to reach Wimborne was not 
considered a hardship, and closure (or 
rather withdrawal of the sole remaining 
train) came on July 11th 1920).

the Joint committee’s subsequent 
Working Time Book (i.e. working 
timetable or Wtt) from October 
4th 1920 paints an intriguing and 
contradictory picture of the declining 
s&d services at Wimborne. Although 
this was three months after official 
passenger closure, in the down direction 
stopping locals are still shown from 
templecombe, a sunday passenger and 
milk train from Blandford, and even a 
‘cook’s excursion’ from Birmingham to 
Bournemouth via Wimborne, together 
with a range of through goods from 
Bath or templecombe to Wimborne, 
including mail, plus light engine and 
empty stock movements. the Wtt 
included instructions for turning and 
taking water at Wimborne Junction, and 
references for wagons travelling east 
of Wimborne. Whether these residual 
passenger services actually ran or were a 
timetabling aberration is a mystery!

in the up direction, there were 
broadly corresponding services to the 
down ones (although fewer), but also 
some curiosities. the first movement 
of the day was a shunting engine sent 
from Wimborne station (not loco 
shed) to Blandford. this would also 
shunt at Bailey Gate, when necessary, 
and shillingstone, before returning to 
Blandford. this suggests that Wimborne 
depot was still supplying locos for 
local s&d services at this end of the 
line (no timings being shown from 
Bournemouth or Branksome to indicate 
that either of those sheds might be the 
source). there was also a light engine 
movement off Wimborne Junction to 

templecombe; that this run did not 
start from Wimborne station would 
seem to confirm it had come straight 
off Wimborne depot – but why was it 
needed at templecombe? An interesting 
relic of Wimborne’s s&d operations in 
the Wtt is that s&d mileages in the 
up (Bath) direction are still shown as 
starting from 0 at Wimborne, rather than 
from Broadstone. 

through goods services over the loop 
continued until June 17th 1933, albeit 
with some prior retraction. London milk 
traffic from Bailey Gate was rerouted 
via templecombe after February 28th 
1932 (later via Broadstone from 1966-69), 
although strangely, by the time the Wtt 
was issued from september 14th 1931, 
carter’s siding appeared to provide the 
loop’s only revenue-earning traffic. the 
1920 passenger closure had been the 
main trigger for the authorities to start 
planning a rationalisation not only of the 
loop but also services and infrastructure 
at Wimborne itself. Major track and 
signalling changes were implemented 
during the early 1930s. 

rationalisation
Amid this economising came a late flush 
of proposals for new railways, deviations 
and upgradings in the uK, albeit that 
many failed to materialise. Among 
these was the corfe Mullen-Broadstone 
doubling. Plans from November 1925 
reveal both this and ideas for working 
the remaining goods traffic generated by 
carter’s siding. total closure of the loop 
had clearly been an option, but the sr 
seemed convinced by carter’s claims in 
October 1922 that their business would 

suffer. initially, the L&sWr proposed 
working this traffic (usually two full 
trains out and empties returned daily) 
from the Wimborne end. the plans also 
proposed removing the L&sWr Junction 
signalbox, the Junction connection in 
the L&sWr down Main, the engine 
shed and water tower and the s&d 
signalbox, and installation of a new catch 
siding and ground frame between the 
s&d maintenance boundary and Lady 
Wimborne’s Bridge (L&sWr Bridge 77). 
the s&d down line was to be extended 
westwards from Wimborne single Line 
Junction under Oakley road Bridge for 
a short distance alongside the s&d up 
line on trackbed never before used, to 
form a refuge siding for 50 wagons. this 
part and the catch siding were never 
implemented.

the remaining line from Wimborne 
Junction was to be cut at 61m. 13 ch., 
alongside the buffers of carter’s siding. 
this scheme seems odd, as it would 
have involved a longer running line, 
greater maintenance, and retention of 
Lake crossing (albeit unstaffed and 
operated by train staff). in the event, a 
much shorter running line was retained 
from corfe Mullen Junction to the end 
of a headshunt at 61 m. 21 ch. this 
allowed wagons to be shunted in and out 
of the siding, the feeder point for which 
trailed towards Wimborne. this was to 
continue for 26 years until september 
19th 1959, although actual rail-born clay 
traffic ceased earlier. how empties could 
be brought in and full wagons taken out 
without a loop on the running line is a 
mystery, unless empty and full trains 
were worked as separate trips. 

closure milestones came frequently 
after 1920. the hostel closed on 
december 1st 1922, only 20 years after 
opening. the s&d shed ceased railway 
use on January 21st 1923, remaining 
staff mostly being transferred to 
templecombe shed. Lake crossing 
was reduced to traincrew-operated 
status from June 6th 1925, having been 
unmanned after June 1st 1925. the 
s&d’s Wimborne single Line signalbox 
didn’t actually close until April 1st 1928. 
On a more positive note, the 1920s saw 
not only retraction in the area, as corfe 
Mullen halt opened on the cut-off on  
July 5th 1928.

the main rationalisation accelerated 
as the 1930s started, with Wimborne 
station and Junction getting most 
attention. the ground signals controlling 
carter’s siding were removed on 
October 21st 1930, a single point lever 
sufficing thereafter. the s&d turntable 
was last used on July 6th 1931 and 
officially taken out of use by september 
6th 1931, although the deck was not 
removed until June 18th 1933, the day 

▲
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after closure of the s&d loop to through 
goods. the 1925 plans suggest that 
canford siding may subsequently have 
been realigned slightly to ease a sharp 
bend around the turntable (surely an 
unnecessary expense?). 1933 was the big 
year of change, with the westernmost 
(left-handed) of the two crossovers at 
corfe Mullen Junction being removed 
and, with through goods over the loop 
becoming history from June, Wimborne 
Junction was effectively abolished. Only 
canford siding and a short section of the 
s&d up running line were left in situ. 

Wimborne Junction signalbox closed 
on June 17th 1933 with the end of 
through s&d goods traffic and the 
junction signalling was simplified, 
the remaining sidings controlled 
subsequently by two electrical release 
levers in Wimborne station signalbox. 
chris Osment’s researches on s&d 
signalling suggest that one intention 
was to use power operation of the siding 
points. As late as 1930, two LMs poster 
boards remained in situ on the south 
end of the down buildings at Wimborne 
station, facing the former s&d bay, even 
though no s&d passenger trains would 
have left this bay since at least July 1920! 

the ground frame and trap point at 
carter’s siding were also removed on 
June 17th 1933. it is not known exactly 
when the track between the carter’s 
siding headshunt and Wimborne 
Junction was lifted; although track-
lifting was not so urgent then, it’s fair 
to assume the rails were gone by World 
War two for the war effort. North of 
Wimborne station, the gasworks siding 
was taken out of use on March 10th 1936; 
it seems likely that this had previously 

received coal supplies over the s&d. 
At Wimborne station, the former s&d 
(down) bay was converted to a down 
siding from April 10th 1938. 

the 1925 plans indicate that the s&d 
shed would be removed soon after 
final closure of the loop, only 16 years 
after its rebuilding. the photo included 
here, dated 1931, shows shed and s&d 
running lines apparently in good order. 
Anecdotal sources suggest it survived 
until about 1953-54, but plans for a new 
gas main in Oakley road Bridge, dated 
November 15th 1935, shows no shed, 
only canford siding, the truncated 
running line and the staff housing. Photo 
evidence from 1937 confirms clearance 
of  the shed and all associated buildings 
by then. Only the nearby hostel and 
staff cottages survived, possibly still 
used by sr staff; it’s not known when 
they passed into non-railway ownership. 
coal handling at canford siding by 
local merchants may have spread over 
the depot site from the 1930s. i recall 
visiting the site in 1965, when Messrs. 
Burts occupied it, and being told that the 
turntable well was exposed whenever the 
coal stack was depleted.

No evidence has yet emerged of any 
thought being given to reopening the 
Wimborne loop in World War two, given 
its potential strategic role comparable 
to that in World War One. the fact that 
two nearby military lines – to Blandford 
and Bovington camps – were never 
reopened suggests such expenditure 
was considered unjustified in the face 
of greater road competition. however, 
there was a brief boost to rail traffic at 
canford siding, when the 52nd Pioneer 
corps was encamped at nearby Merley 

Park and scrap metal was loaded and 
despatched. referred to by staff as “the 
old military sidings at Merley”, these 
were served by two daily goods pick-up 
trains – 8.30 a.m. off Poole and 2.00 p.m. 
off hamworthy Junction. 

terminal decline
the 1950s saw more small-scale 
retraction. Br took canford siding and 
the s&d stub at the former junction 
out of use on september 13th 1953, the 
mid-1950s date of removal being unclear. 
At Wimborne station, the former s&d 
down bay was disconnected from the 
down Main on december 13th 1953 
and reconnected via the yard. it was 
shortened slightly on August 9th 1963 
after stock crashed through the stops, 
damaging the end wall of the down-side 
buildings. this was not quite the final 
ignominious end of the former s&d bay, 
the remainder not being removed until 
March 1968, at least 48 years after s&d 
passenger trains last used it. carter’s 
siding closed on september 19th 1959, 
with the useable running line cut back 
to 61m. 10ch. between the siding and 
digger’s Bridge. Lake crossing cottage, 
unoccupied since 1956, was demolished 
around 1960. 

the line between carter’s and corfe 
Mullen Junction was used for occasional 
wagon storage until about 1965, though 
no details of train movements are known. 
carter’s transhipment shed and dock 
were still in situ then. this limbo state 
is how i remember the spur when i first 
visited it with a friend from Wimborne 
school in summer 1965, when no wagons 
occupied the running line – a quiet and 
hidden existence that belied the loop’s 
one-time importance to the s&d. 

i recall that the siding point displayed 
chairs from several pre-grouping 
companies, including LNWr and isle 
of Wight central. i guess these were 
cascaded down from track renewals 
on the LMs and sr systems, but only 
basic running repairs would probably 
have been carried out here from 1933 
onwards. the gate into the siding was 
protected by a red wooden notice board 
with white lettering reading “engines 
Must Not Pass this Notice” (visible in 
colin caddy’s photo). We ‘relieved’ the 
site of this notice for ‘posterity’, hiding it 
for later collection, but to this day i don’t 
know what happened to it subsequently! 

the gated siding, point, lever and 
headshunt were left in situ, mouldering 
away in encroaching undergrowth until 
the spur from the junction was lifted by 
summer 1968, ahead of the Blandford-
Broadstone line being lifted in 1969-70.  

Mixed goods train on the Down line at Wimborne Station, circa 1930. The S&D bay was to 
the right of the wagons. Two fascinating features are the lMS notice boards (still in place at 
least ten years after the last S&D passenger train!) and the rear canopy right of the Down-side 
buildings, which may have offered cover to parcels traffic using the ‘back road’ that is believed 
not to have been used by passenger trains. Courtesy Paul Bolger, Stations UK
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looking east from Bridge 223 at Corfe  
Mullen Junction, May 1977, with the track-
beds of the Wimborne loop (left) and cut-off 
to Broadstone (right) still distinct nearly 
seven years after track-lifting was completed. 
Compare this picture with the 1930s view 
on p.27 of T33. Peter Russell

Pressure on Dorset County Council led 
to a promise by them to buy the route. 
With this notable gain secured, eDrTG 
largely faded away, but the land purchase 
later fell victim to spending cuts and 
the route was sold off by Br, with the 
inevitable obstructive development 
occurring as the best sites were cherry-
picked by developers (with the natural 
encouragement of Br Property Board). 
Only later were the remaining trackbed 
sections stitched together to form the 
Castleman Trailway (shared-use path), 
but even that needed some tortuous 
diversions to secure its continuity. 

another campaigning front had opened 
in the mid-1970s when it was known that 
the Poole-Wimborne stub would be  
closed, but this time as a preservation 
project, albeit with a nod towards 
associated public transport use. even 
‘save Wimborne station’ stickers were 
distributed, but Br was unco-operative, 
local authority support virtually 
non-existent, and the die was cast. 
independently of this initiative, Tony 
Ward (now with the shillingstone station 
Project) and i both appealed in separate 
letters to the somerset & Dorset railway 
museum Trust Bulletin in 1975, to 

consider leasing Wimborne station as a 
relocation option when it was known that 
the Trust would have to vacate radstock 
north. such campaigns were perhaps 
naïve and inevitably up against the 
powers-that-be, and the late 1970s saw 
the remaining track to Wimborne lifted. 

Highway robbery
The fact that construction started on 
Wimborne Bypass by 1980, less than 
three years after the railway ceased 
operation, hints at closed minds. The 
long lead-in times to road construction 
mean that early route alignments and 
designs would have been in place 
probably at least as far back as the 

1960s. local railway enthusiast and local 
s&DrT group organiser, Brian Kohring, 
captured some photos of the land-
shaping in 1980, when diggers opened 
out most of the overgrown s&D shed site 
and both the s&D and l&sWr lines at 
the junction. This exposed s&D Bridge 
230 at Oakley road for the last time 
before its demolition and replacement 
with a modern concrete structure 
slightly to the south. 

Oakley Hill Cutting west of the Poole 
road was infilled and later annexed to 
adjoining gardens on the merley Way 
estate. Willetts road, which ran closely 
parallel to the s&D between Oakley and 
lake Gates was blocked off at the Oakley 
end and reduced in highway status 
to a bridleway, albeit with lengths of 
slowly-decaying tarmac and encroaching 
vegetation, creating the unusual 
spectacle of a disused road alongside 
a disused railway! The bypass again 
breached the s&D east of merley Hall 
before paralleling the trackbed closely to 
lake Gates. all four roads approaching 
lake Gates were realigned to meet a 
large new roundabout on the north side 
of the trackbed. as the bypass ended at 
lake Gates, the s&D west of there was 
unaffected by roadworks. 

remnants
i’ve looked for parts of the s&D’s 
Wimborne loop on several occasions, but 
only recently made a thorough survey of 
the remnants. mostly, it’s a depressing 
exercise, typical of railway archaeology 
on long-lost lines, but surprisingly there 
are still some points of interest and a few 

historic artefacts in situ. at Wimborne 
junction, the embankment between 
the river and the junction survives, 
including the restored ornamental arch 
over Canford House Drive, known also 
as lady Wimborne’s Bridge (see T28 
page 36). Prominent in the restoration 
group was s&DrHT member, Graham 
Kelsey from Broadstone. The base of the 
lsW Wimborne junction signalbox can 
still be discerned among the rampant 
rhododendrons just south of the bridge. 
While no relics are evident through 
the former loco depot area, the hostel 
buildings survive in private residential 
use in a noisy corner between the bypass 
and the Poole road. 

The remaining (west) wall of Digger’s Bridge, looking Se, april 10th 2008. This bridge once 
carried the S&D’s Wimborne loop over Candy’s lane between Corfe Mullen Junction and 
Carter’s Siding (off left). The cut-off to Broadstone ran on the skyline among the trees in the 
background, Goodchild’s Bridge being on a direct line from the camera through the entry 
from the a31 (foreground). Peter Russell

“...it’s truly hard to imagine 
through trains between Bath and 
Bournemouth passing this way.”




